










This version of the Newsletter was re-typed from the original by Phoebe Coster in February 2021 to 

enable search engines to ‘see’ the text. Minor changes have been made to correct typographical 

errors and to add clarity. 
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“The key to the survival of wild animals and plants is the preservation of their habitats. 

      Professor Alan Marshall. 

***** OUR SOCIETY ***** 

MEETINGS: FEBRUARY 26TH – Mr Routledge will be our guest speaker and he will talk about 

reptiles. The planned meeting on reptiles for last year unfortunately did not take place. So if you 

thought you missed hearing him before, here is the chance to hear him this time. 

March 25th: Annual General Meeting, the occasion for the selection of Office Bearers. No-one has 

definitely stated their intention of resigning, but this does not mean that all concerned are willing 

and able to carry on. If any office is of interest to you, do not be shy in coming forward. There is one 

position in particular, that-up to now has not existed. We might call it the entertainment 

department, or perhaps the person who nominates (hopefully), the Social Organiser, or something 

of that nature. This work (at present being done rather inadequately by your Secretary) will involve 

planning the programme of the monthly general meetings, and finding ways of making them more 

attractive. Who knows? We might even have more than one volunteer, then we could have a Social 

Committee. 

If you are unable to attend the Annual Meeting and wish to nominate anyone for office, send your 

nominations to the Management Committee of the Society, c/- Kevin Smith, 32 Third Avenue, North 

Katoomba. 

April 29th: Film Night. The first film planned is “Web of Life” which examines major ecological 

systems, the message being that man must learn to work with nature, to understand it before 

interfering and making changes for his own ends. The other is “The Living Mountains”. This film 

looks at the plants seen from the shores of the Caribbean in Venezuela, to the peaks of the Andes 

Mountains, along with some shots of Mt Kenya in Africa. 

  



PATRON’S ADDRESS:  In these days, as we witness the slow deterioration of the environment 

(sometimes not so slow), and this, the increasing threat to our continued existence, more people are 

beginning to see the need for conservation. In November last year, we were privileged to hear one 

who saw this need long before most of us – our Patron, Allen Strom. He recently retired as Secretary 

of the Nature Conservation Council of NSW. 

Mr Strom spoke on the role of the local  conservationist. He stressed the importance of having a 

philosophy of conservation, expressing the view that, as everything we have is ultimately derived 

from nature, it is all pervading, that the quality of life depends on it; and embraces much more than 

concern for natural bushland, etc. 

This being so, it behoves us to learn how to manage our resources wisely. Non-renewable resources 

are going to become scarce eventually – resources such as oil, coal, minerals – these should be used 

much more conservatively, for from these are produced a large number of by-products considered 

essential. 

Foreseeing future problems, wise management of present resources must be accompanied by much 

more research into alternative resources, in particular, solar energy. 

A third area in wise management is the way we dispose of used materials and the necessity for 

recycling, especially as waste disposal is now unmanageable. 

Within this framework, Mr Strom saw the need for conservationists to work out their local issues 

and orders of priority, while lending support to State and national environmental policy as a whole. 

I was pleased to hear this address, particularly as it touched on the energy problem. I was hoping 

that my previous article on energy might have provoked some comment or debate, but apparently 

members have not been thinking much along these lines. 

        Kevin Smith 

OUTINGS:  On Saturday, January 3rd, 19 adults and five children walked along bush roads in Medlow 

Bath to Walls Cave. We had lunch beneath the high arch of this fine cave and, as always, the billy tea 

tasted superb. Many of us explored further on down the creek. There is evidence of an old track, 

with steps cut in the rock. The children enjoyed swimming in the clear pools, and we saw some of 

the remarkable bright red yabbies of this area. A great day, finishing up with boysenberries and 

cream at Graham Alcorn’s place. 

On February 7th, 14 of us drove along a pleasant bush track through the National Park at Woodford 

to Murphy’s Glen. From there we followed the walking track to Bedford Creek and had lunch beside 

this clear, beautiful stream. After that we left the beaten track and wandered down the creek bank. 

17 species of birds were seen or heard. There were many beautiful fungi and delicate small ground 

orchids. It was a still, cool, grey day. The quiet bush spread a harmony and peace amongst us. All 

seemed reluctant to leave. After afternoon tea, back at the Glen, we walked again among the great 

mountain blue gums and turpentine trees, and didn’t leave till 6.00 pm. 

Molly Vaughan conducted an interesting nature quiz on snakes, as follows:- “Why couldn’t the viper 

vipe’er nose?” “Because the adder ‘ad ‘er’ankie.” 



FUTURE OUTINGS: 

March 6th:  Car ride to Bouddi National Park. Meet 8.30 am at Wentworth Falls Station 

???? transport,  ???? (Mrs J. Vaughan). 

April 3rd: Pulpit Rock. Meet 9.30 am. Blackheath Station. 

May 1st: Megalong Valley. Meet Blackheath Station 9.30 am. 

June 5th: Mount Hay. Meet 10 am at Leura School. 

July 3rd:  Day trip to Wirrimbirra. 

THOUSANDS OF GENERATIONS 

“The eagle that rides the winds over the California Hills, the curlew that spanned two continents 

with its crying, were millions of years in the making. The very forces that shaped the earth moulded 

their form, determined their destiny. Through thousands and tens of thousands of generations, the 

wind and the cold, the march of the seasons, the changes on the land, the failure and success of 

plants and the craftiness of enemies hammered at the malleable substance of these creatures. 

Endless sorting, endless discarding, endless change brought them to ultimate perfection for the 

world in which they live. Can man, like some blundering sorcerer’s apprentice, afford to smash the 

crucible in which they have been refined, reduce them to a mere memory, a bunch of stuffed 

feathers in a museum? Not, it seems to me, without pitifully impoverishing himself.” 

     From “Road to Survival”, by William Vogt. 

     Reprinted from a Gould League 

 

THE PATRON SAINT OF ECOLOGY 

Talking of men ahead of their time, have you met St Francis of Assisi yet? In a lecture delivered by 

Prof. Lynn White, Prof. of History, University of California, in December 1966, he drew attention to 

this man. Perhaps a good deal of the current talk (“Man is a part of the Universe, not over it”) could 

be traced back to this historic address. I quote here extracts from that address. 

“Possibly we should ponder the greatest radical in Christian history since Christ: St Francis of Assisi. 

The prime miracle of St Francis is the fact that he did not end at the stake, as many of his left-wing 

followers did. He was so clearly heretical that a General of the Franciscan Order, St Bonaventure, a 

great and perceptive Christian, tried to suppress the early accounts of Franiscanism. The key to an 

understanding of Francis is his belief in the virtue of humility – not merely for the individual, but for 

man as a species. Francis tried to depose man from his monarchy over creation and set up a 

democracy of all God’s creatures. 

“…..St. Francis proposed what he thought was an alternative Christian view of nature and man’s 

relation to it. He tried to substitute the idea of the equality of all creatures, including man, for the 

idea of man’s limitless rule of creation. He failed. Both our present science and our present 

technology are so tinctured with orthodox Christian arrogance towards nature that no solution for 

our ecological crisis can be expected from them alone”.  



“Since the roots of our trouble are so largely religious, the remedy must also be essentially religious, 

whether we call it that or not. We must rethink and refeel our nature and destiny. The profoundly 

religious, but heretical sense of the primitive Franciscans for the spiritual autonomy of all parts of 

nature may point a direction. I propose Francis as a patron saint of Ecologists.” 

I have not quoted the Professor to antagonise anybody, least of all those with religious convictions. 

My purpose is merely to provoke more thought on our positions in relation to conservation and in 

what direction we are headed. It seems to me that both camps are partly right and partly wrong.  

Man is both part of the earth, and over it. I could say of an imbecile, that he is my brother in the 

family of man, but one might have reason to question my intelligence if I were to insist that I was in 

no way superior to him or over him. Likewise, with other animals, to this degree they are different. 

On the other hand, if the true Judeo-Christian position is of man’s limitless rule of creation, then all I 

can say is – Long Live St Francis! 

        Kevin Smith 

********** 

NUCLEAR POWER 

News in today’s Sun-Herald (Feb. 8th) highlights questions raised in our lest issue by Kevin Smith. In 

brief, 3 General Electric Engineers, with 54 years experience in design and building of nuclear 

reactors have resigned their jobs, because they feel nuclear energy is a threat to all life. They have 

joined the voluntary Californian movement to halt nuclear power and one of them, Richard 

Hubbard, 38, states: “I am now convinced that there is no way you can continue to build plants and 

operate them without a serious accident”. 

Taken is conjunction with things such as the US decision to sell reactors to Egypt and Israel, the 

serious fire in the world’s largest reactor last year, the geophysicist Stirling Colgate’s thesis on the 

possibility of an accident causing a steam explosion which would rupture a reactor, news that toxic 

plutonium is moving through the soil in Kentucky (dumping ground for wastes since 1962), and the 

fact that the United States of America has 58 nuclear reactors and 87 more planned, the resignation 

of these 3 men cannot be ignored. 

Far from helping to feed the human race, it seems to the writer that the possibilities for decimating 

it are far greater. Surely it is time to stop and evaluate the evidence before proceeding further. At 

least we cannot pleas ignorance of the genetic mutations possible after seeing the pitiful victims of 

Hiroshima. 

Wilson Alcorn. 

HAWKESBURY SYMPOSIUM IN MARCH 

A Symposium on Planning the Future of the Hawkesbury River Valley will be held at the Hydro 

Majestic Hotel, Medlow Bath, from March 19 – 21. It is being organised by the National Trust in co-

operation with the Hawkesbury River Association. 

 



Papers will be given by experts on the existing knowledge of the Hawkesbury River Valley and the 

primary aim will be the preparation of a set of recommendations on which the development of the 

area can be based. The fact that the valley must be considered as a single system in which 

development in one part will ultimately affect the whole will be stressed throughout the 

Symposium, says the brochure issued by the National Trust. The proceedings will be published. 

“Environmental planning for the future activities in the Hawkesbury basin is probably of greater 

importance than for any other river basin in New South Wales, and possibly in Australia”, says a 

Study commissioned by the State Government. Our Society has submitted that there is no more 

important or more vulnerable area than the Blue Mountains, the whole of which lies in the 

Hawkesbury Basin. It is most pleasing therefore, that the venue of the important Symposium should 

be in the Upper Mountains. 

Opening at 9.15 am on Saturday, March 20th, the Symposium goes through until 3.30 pm next day, 

with a dinner on Saturday night. Speakers introduce such subjects as “The Extent of the Hawkesbury 

River Valley and Its Resources”, “Use of Resources”, “Roads, Pipes and Wires”, “Options for Future 

Development”. These are discussed by representative panels, and by the public present. 

For example, the panel discussing the Use of Resources, represents the Department of Tourism, 

Conservation groups, National Parks and Wildlife Service, Department of Agriculture, Real Estate 

Institute, New South Wales Ski Association, State Pollution Control Commission, Soil Conservation 

Service of New South Wales, Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission. 

Kevin Smith and Graham Alcorn have been elected to represent our Society at the Symposium. 

There are limited places for individuals. Registration Fee is $15.00. If interested, write to the 

National Trust Observatory Hill, Sydney 2000, but registration forms must be in by February 27th. The 

Secretary, Kevin Smith, has some. 

    FROM THE STUDENTS 

. The Dodo is a bird that is early decent now. 

. The Cuckoo does not lay its own eggs. 

. The pistol of a flower is its only protection against insects. 

. English Sparrows and Starlings eat the farmer’s crop and soil his corpse. 

. Dew is formed on leaves when the sun shines down on them and makes them perspire. 

. The chief animals of Australia are the Kangaroo, Larkspur, Boomerang and peccadillo. 

. The two genders are masculine and feminine. The masculines are divided into temperate and 

intemperate, and feminine into frigid and torrid. 

. A virgin forest is one in which the hand of man has never set foot. 

. An adult is a man that has stopped growing at both ends but not in the middle.  

. The moon is a planet just like the earth, only deader. 

     -Reprinted from ‘The Naturalist News’. 

 

 

 



NESTING BEHAVIOUR OF SOME BIRDS 

It is not unusual for some birds to use the same nest year after year. Eagles, Falcons and Ravens, for 

instance, commonly do this, adding to and repairing the old nest, and maybe re-lining it. A pair of 

ravens have used the same nest successfully for the past two years, in the top of a coachwood  near 

Witch’s Leap. Kestrels nest year after year in crevices in the cliffs above Jamieson Valley. 

We also have instances of birds using the same nest site again, although their nests had long since 

disintegrated. A pair of cuckoo shrikes built in the crotch of a tree in Katoomba Cascades picnic area. 

The following year they used a nearby tree, and last spring built again in the first position and 

successfully raised 3 young. At Leura Cascades, a pair of frogmouths have used the same crotch to 

build their nest in for 4 years running. Nests of both these species are somewhat flimsy, and soon 

disintegrate after the young have left. 

In the spring of 1974, after building for the 2 previous years in the same crotch, the frogmouths built 

in another tree just across the road. We had noticed that the female bird always sat in the nest 

during the day, the smaller male perching in a nearby tree. Frogmouths, of course, are night birds. 

One morning we found a dead male frogmouth on Cliff Drive. The female still sat on the nest. The 

next day the nest was vacant, and there were white eggshells on the ground below – the contents 

probably eaten by a currawong. 

The following day the female was sitting on a new nest built in the old position! She sat in it calling 

all day (we were working in the vicinity). A couple of days later, she was sitting serenely on the nest, 

with a new mate perched in the next tree. They successfully raised 2 young. Although it appears that 

the male frogmouth takes no part in nest building or daytime brooding, apparently his nightime 

activities are essential to the successful hatching and raising of the young. 

        -Graham Alcorn. 

  

 


